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Timely Opportunities
Estate Planning Is Not Just for the Rich and Famous
Many people forgo estate planning if their net worth is below the unified
federal estate and gift tax exemption. That amount has been significantly
increased through 2025 under the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act. But changes could
be coming even sooner than 2026, depending on the results of next year's
elections. For this reason — and many others — you may want to take steps
before year end to protect your assets and your loved ones.
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Banking FYI
Online Banking and Budgeting
It's important to keep a handle on the money going into and out of your bank accounts.
Online banking can be one of the most effective tools to help you accomplish this goal.
Here are some simple steps to help you use online banking in conjunction with your
budget.
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Safeguard Your Identity & Assets
Learn to Protect Your Information Online
Your identity and finances need to be protected when you're online, so make sure you
take the proper precautions. Whether paying bills or renewing a prescription on the
Internet, there are criminals out there waiting to pounce. Click "Full Article" for a look at
some common frauds and guidelines to help make your passwords stronger. We'll also reveal
tips on how to discard material that contains private data.
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Latest Headlines
Facebook's Libra cryptocurrency revamped after backlash
Reuters.com - Thu, 16 Apr 2020 10:08:35 -0400

Measures to control coronavirus weigh on U.S. homebuilding
Reuters.com - Thu, 16 Apr 2020 10:03:46 -0400

Fed says backstop for small business loans fully operational
Reuters.com - Thu, 16 Apr 2020 10:01:10 -0400
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Oil prices rise after sharp losses caused by U.S. stockpile surge
Reuters.com - Thu, 16 Apr 2020 09:57:03 -0400

Airbus evaluates requests for delays to jet deliveries
Reuters.com - Thu, 16 Apr 2020 09:55:20 -0400
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Disclaimer of Liability
Our firm provides the information in this e-newsletter for general guidance only, and does not constitute the provision of legal advice, tax
advice, accounting services, investment advice, or professional consulting of any kind. The information provided herein should not be used
as a substitute for consultation with professional tax, accounting, legal, or other competent advisers. Before making any decision or taking
any action, you should consult a professional adviser who has been provided with all pertinent facts relevant to your particular situation. Tax
articles in this e-newsletter are not intended to be used, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for the purpose of avoiding accuracy-related
penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer. The information is provided "as is," with no assurance or guarantee of completeness,
accuracy, or timeliness of the information, and without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including but not limited to warranties of
performance, merchantability, and fitness for a particular purpose.
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